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creating work that seems both old and new, and reveals and conceals intensely
personal narratives. Kristofer Harzinski's "Departure" series is made up of hand
cut plans of some of the nation's largest airports. The project turns the confusing
interplay of those spaces, buildings, planes and people into clean, beautiful and
fragile objects. In an era when public spaces such as these have become politically
charged arenas, Harzinski's work raises timely questions about personal freedom and
collective responsibility.
A wide array of media, methods and strategies are applied by the artists working
three-dimensionally as well. David Collins transforms the traditional and familiar
vessel form of the ceramic teapot into a sculptural object by playing with scale and
combining multiple materials with clay. By doing so, he explores material relationships
and also raises questions regarding function and utility. Christina Bothwell uses cast
glass as her primary medium. Each of her translucent figurative forms features an
inner cavity that she fills with other mysterious forms and objects. The inherent nature
of the material allows her to experiment with not only the optical effects of glass,
but its metaphorical properties as well. As a result, her sculptures are psychologically
charged, and speak to issues of containment and vulnerability. Rebecca Strzelec
creates objects employing current industrial technology. Designing on the computer
and using rapid prototyping to shape her work, she creates wearable pieces of jewelry
out of plastiC resin that physically attach to and interact with the surface of the body.
The overall shapes and forms are derived by echoing the part of the body part on
which the sculptural form sits. Bone, muscle and ligament are suggested through
these delicate-looking but physically strong objects.
Artists also use installation-based practices to build work. Mark Wondsidler combines
found objects of various shapes, sizes and functions to create mysterious and intriguing
forms. Using an additive process, he explores relationships between individual objects
and their overall arrangement, while also drawing attention to the personal history of
each component. Georgette Veeder examines the relationships which exist between
two- and three-dimensional space through the creation of large, cast paper installations
that reference the natural environment. Real and illustionistic space is explored though
the juxtaposition of floor-bound objects that are placed in front of relief elements that

G ame Boys is an ongoing portrait series of young men engaged in a
familiar pastime - they are playing video games. For the past two years,
I have been photographing video game players who come to my studio,
sit in the dark, and play for hours while I quietly watch and shoot. The
studio setting lends a theatrical quality to this commonplace activity.
Sometimes, I watch the game to see a particularly interesting sequence,
but mostly I just watch the game players. I seek to explore the popular
culture phenomenon of video games by examining the "garners" who play
them. Because my work is rooted in the tradition of portrait photography,
I look beyond the hype surrounding video games and focus on the players
themselves. Traditionally, the belief has been that a portrait could tell us
a great deal about a subject: a window into a person's inner character
could be found through facial expressions. Although the expressions on
my subjects may appear to be passive, the garners in these photographs
are actually performing fast-paced maneuvers and executing split-second
decisions, making these portraits of intense concentration.

Shauna Frischkorn

Todd (playing Test Drive)
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